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Cl) Problem 
In 1935, G. Needham issued a paper titled "Contrast effect in jud-
gement of auditory intensities", in which he says he found that, when 
the judgement is preceded by the judgement of a stimulus series at a 
significantly different level of intensity, there appears in the absolute 
judgement of auditory intensities a contrast effect, on the ground of 
which he concluded that an absolute judgement is not absolute, but 
relative.]) 
Needham, however, used a series of stimuli of the same sounds ( 1,100 
double vibrations) at different intensity, according to the socalled method 
of single stimuli.2> I doubt whether the same serial or contrast effects 
would appear, if one uses a series of different sounds. I suppose such 
effect would be hard to be produced then and an absolute judgement 
would be therefore to a certain degree absolute, and not relative. 
Before Needham, C.C.Pratt insisted that an absolute judgement is 
relativ5> and later,N.E.Cohen proved it also.'> And yet I want to persist 
that the judgement based upon "an absolute impression" of a certain 
quality of stimuli is absolute to some extent; it becomes relative only 
because one studies it with a special experimental procedure called 
umethod of single stimuli", that is, a judgement is influenced by the 
judgements of a preceding series of stimuli of the same kind. Accor-
dingly, if one uses different stimulus objects, not the same ones, the 
succeeding absolute judgement would be comparatively absolute, or inde-
pendent, not so much influenced by preceding judgements. 
To express it in a net ro-physiological way, if one experiences a series 
of different kinds of objects, judging on certain quality or quantity of 
those objects, each physiological trace is comparatively independent, 
and does not so easily fuse into one, that the "integration" of traces 
is not formed and a trace-level is not produced. That is to say, the as-
similation of traces of Lauenstein theory would not occur, and conse-
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quently the contrast effect of a series of stimuli on the absolute judge-
ment about succeeding stimuli, for instance, would not come out. To 
examine this supposition, I have attempted the following experiment. 
(2) Experiment 
At first, according to the method of single stimuli we let a subj, lift 
up a stimulus object (a standard stimulus) and judge its weight immed-
iately and independently. Then we let the subj, judge in the same way 
how heavy each of the following eleven objects is one after another, 
which differ fiom the standard stimulus object. Though these objects 
(the serial stimulus objects) are not of the same weight, they are so 
prepared that they will be found certainly heavy as such an object 
respectively, so that they will be judged as heavy or clearly heavy 
objects by evezy subjects. 
The standard stimulus object is a black wooden box, in weight of 
635gr; the side, length and height 8,5cm. Each, with a handle to grasp 
it, 
The eleven serial objects are: 
(a) An ink bottle (diameter 5,5cm., height 8cm,, weight 260gr.) 
(b) A round can (diameter 7cm., height 3,2cm., weight 238gr,) 
(c) A vial (11,5cm. high, 215gr. in weight) 
(d) A black cloth bag(mouth 5cm. long, bottom 7cm. long, weight 
300gr.) 
(e) A round china paste pottery (diameter 6,5cm., height 5,5cm,, 
weight 286gr.J 
(f) A little bamboo basket (length and width 8cm. height 5,5cm. 
weight 236gr.) 
(g) A book, covered with gray paper (16 x 22x 4cm., weight 1480 gr.) 
(h) A china tea pot (diameter 10cm., depth 7cm., weight 590gr.) 
(i) An alminum kettle (diameter 11cm,, weight 899gr.) 
(j) An almite lunch-box (7,5xl0,5x3cm, in size, weight 540gr,) 
The order of offering these objects to subj., however, was varied 
on each day of experiment. 
The volume of each objects are so selected, as there is no great 
difference among them. Except the book, every object can be grasped 
with just one hand. 
Filled with pieces of lead, except the book, all those objects weigh 
heavy. 
After each objects are judged one by one according to their weights 
separately, the experimenter offers to the subj. the standard object again 
and lets him judge its weight immediately and independently, in order 
to find whether there is any difference in the absolute judgement of its 
weight before and after the judgements of other serial objects, that is, 
in order to find whether a contrast effect is appeared, owing to a group 
of preceding judgements about the heavy objects, or not. 
The categories of judgement about the weights are 5; that is "clearly 
heavy", "heavy", "neither heavy nor light", "light" and "clearly light". 
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The experimenter puts a stimulus object on a black wooden tray of 
25cm, square, and places it before the subj .. The other objects stand 
behind a screen, so that they are not seen by the subj .. 
It passes 13 seconds always between the presentation of one stimu-
lus object and of another. 
A subj. lifts up an object to the tact, sixty a minute, of a metro-
nome, 
The height of lifting up is limited by a tape put up 30cm. high above 
the desk. But when the subj. is too tall, it was regulated in some 
measure. 
Such instruction was given to the subj.: "Lift up the object I offer 
before you please, according to the tact of metronome and so high up as 
to the tape, and, judge its weight, whether it is "light", "clearly light", 
"neither light nor heavy", "heavy", "clearly heavy", after your first 
impression. Never compare the weights one another. Judge a weight as 
such and after your immediate sensation. Keep your eyes on the object 
you are lifting up." 
In order to compare with result of this experiment (the principal ex-
periment), I have made a comparison experiment. In this, the same 
standard stimulus as that in the principal experiment (a wooden box) 
was used. After judging its weight, the subj. judges weights of six 
wooden boxes one by one, that is, the same kinds of objects as the 
standard stimulus object (only of different weights). All weights of six 
serial objects are heavy so that it is expected to be judged heavy by 
every subj. 
(A) A black wooden box, exactly the same size with the standard 
object, weight 850gr. 
(B) Another same wooden box, 885gr. weight. 
(C) Another same wooden box, of 'Weight 900gr. 
(D) Another same wooden box, of weight 915gr. 
(El Another same wooden box, of weight 945gr. 
(F) Another same wooden box, of weight 980gr. 
The order of offering these objects to subj., however, was varied on 
each day of experiment. 
After these absolute judgements, the subj. was made to judge the 
Weight of the standard object again, with the result of which the experi-
menter compares the former judgement about the standard object, and 
can ascertain whether any difference occured between the two. 
Consequently, the experimenter can compare the difference of abs-
olute judgement of standard stimulus object in the comparison expe-
riment with that in the principal experiment. 
After the above first experiment, we try the second experiment using 
the same standard stimulus object as in the first experiment. At first, 
the subj. reports his absolute judgement about the weight of the 
standard object. Then eleven light objects of different kind, which 
differ from the kind of standard object, were offered to him one by one. 
The subj. gives his absolute judgement about the weights of them. 
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After that, he must give the absolute judgement about the standard ob-
ject again. The experimenter compares the former judgement of the 
standard object with the later judgement of it and ascertains 'whether 
there is any difference among them (principal experiment). 
These eleven stimulus objects (serial objects) are so prepared, as to 
be felt clearly light for their sort of object, thogh different in their 
absolute weights. Consequently, it is expected that every subj. 'will give 
almost always such absolute judgement that these objects are light or 
markedly light. The size and material of these objects are exactly the 
same as that of heavy objects respectively, which were employed in the 
first experiment. 
(a') An ink-bottle (127gr.) 
(c') A vial (93gr.) 
(e') A china paste pottery (136gr.) 
(g') A book, covered with gray 
paper (537gr.) 




A round can (35gr.) 
A black cloth bag (32gr.) 
A Ii ttle bamboo basket 
(25gr.) 
W) A tea pot (165gr.) 
(j') A little alminium lunch-
box (38gr.) 
But the order of offering these objects to subj. was varied on each 
experiment. 
In contrast to this principal experiment, in the next comparison ex-
periment the experimenter lets the subject lift the standard objects up; 
after that, lets the same kind ot six objects and of the same size as 
the standard object. that is black wooden boxes, but markedly light in 
weight, one by one and lets him judge each of their weights absolutely. 
Afterwards ,the subj. lifts the standard object again. In conseqence, we 
can compare the difference of absolute judgements in the comparison 
experiment, where each serial object is the same kind of object as the 
standard object, with that in the principal experiment, where the each 
serial object is different from the standard object. 
The weight of the serial objects in the comparison experiment is 
as follows: 
(A') An black wooden box, exactly the same size with the standard 
object, weight 290gr. 
(B') Another box, weight 320gr. (C') Another box, weight 335gr. 
(D') Another box, 345gr. (E') Another box, 360gr. 
The order of offering these objects to subj, was varied each day. 
The weight of the standard object is 635gr. 
In the third experiment, we use a white celluloid soap case of 125gr., 
which is lighter than the standard stimulus object in the first and second 
experiment, as the standard object. The different kinds of eleven heavy 
objects (the serial objects) are the same objects as used in the first 
experiment. This is the principal experiment of the third experiment. 
In the comparison experiment we use six same, but heavier soape-
cases as the standard object for serial object. The weight of these ob-
jects is as follows: 
(A) A white celluloid soap-case in size of 9 x 3 x 6cm (the same ob-
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ject as the standard object, except in weight), weight 850gr. 
(B) Another case, weight 865gr. (Cl Another case, weight 885gr. 
(D) Another case, weight 915gr, (E) Another case, weight 945gr. 
(Fl Another case. weight 980gr, 
They aie all expected to be judged heavy, or extremely heavy. 
The standard object in the fourth experiment is exactly the same 
as that in the third experiment. The eleven light serial objects are ex-
actly the same as those in the second experiment. This is the princi-
pal experiment of the fourth experiment. 
In the comparison expriment we offer to the subj. to judge six light, 
white cases one by one, which are the same as the standard object, ex-
cept in weight. The weight of those serial objects is as follows: 
(A') A white celluloid soap-case. weight 45gr. 
(B') Another case, weight 49gr. (C') 53gr. (D') 58g1, 
(E') 6lgr. ( F') 65gr. 
They are all expected to be judged light. or extremely light. 
Between the principal experiment and the comparison experiment, 
we interposed 5 minutes pause always. 
We employed the other subjects in the third and fourth experiment 
than those in the first and second experiment. The subj. in the former 
is 7, in the later 5; therefore 12 subjects in all. 
Each subj. observed for 4 days. But in order to avoid the influence 
of the former experiment day, we do not employ the same subj. every 
following day, but every other day or in more interval. 
The first and second experiment (as well as the third and fourth ex-
periment) are carried out in one day together. The order of the first and 
second experiment (as well as the third and fourth experiment) is varied 
in each experiment day. 
The principal experiment of the second experiment follows that of 
the first experiment, and after that the comparison experiment of the 
first and second exp. were performed, in order to exclude the influence 
of the later to the former. 
We shall now show the order of the experimental procedure in a list. 
Table of the course of the experiment 
(1) The principal experiment of the Ist exp.: 
standard object (wooden box, 635 gr,) - a series of heavy 
objects (eleven objects of different kinds) - standard obj, 
(2) The principal exp. of the 2nd exp,: 
standard object (wooden box, 635gr.) - a series of light obiects 
(eleven objects of different kinds) - standard obj. 
(3) The comparison experiment of the Ist exp.: 
standard object (wooden box, 635 gr.) - a series of the same, 
heavy objects (six wooden boxes) - standard obj. 
(4) The comparison experiment of the 2nd exp,: 
standard object (wooden box, 635gr,) - a series of the same, 
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light object (six wooden boxes) - standard obj. 
(l') The principal experiment of the 3rd exp.: 
standard object (celiuloid soap-case, 125gr.) - a series of light 
objects (eleven obj. of different kinds) - standard obj. 
(2') The principal experiment of the 4th exp.: 
standard object (celluloid soap-case, 125gr.) • a series of heavy 
objects (eleven obj. of different kinds) • standard obj. 
(3') The comparison experiment of the 3rd exp.: 
standard object (celluloid soap-case, 125gr.) • a series of the 
same, light objects (six soap-cases) • standard obj. 
(4') The comparison experiment of the 4th exp.: 
standard object (celluloid soap-case, 125gr.) -, a series of the 
same heavy objects (six soap-cases) --t- standard obj. 
I thank to the subjects, who are all students of psychology, Mrs. S. 
Marui, Miss E.Kobayashi, Miss R.Mishima, and Mr. Kazutoshi Taka~ 
hashi, T. Takase, T. Takeuchi, I. Soma, S. Fujii, K.Sakurai, M.Sato, 
S.Iwawaki, T. Watanabe for their cooperation. Miss Sonoko Ohwaki 
helped in arranging materials and experiment, which lasted from May 
to July 1949. 
(3) Result of the Experiment 
As mentioned above, comparing the first absolute judgements about 
the standard object with those after the judgements about a series of 
objects, we counted the number of changes aud no changes of the 
absolute judgements. Among the changes, however, it is necessary to 
distinguish big and minute ones ; for instance, in the case when a 
subject at first judged a standard object: "clearly light", and then, 
after judging a series of light or heavy objects, judged it "light", or 
vice versa, we sum them up as "minute changes". 
On the other hand, if the first absoiute judgements about the stan-
dard object "light", or "heavy" changed to the judgements "neither 
heavy nor light", or vice versa, they are counted as "changes in some 
measure". 
If the first absolute judgements about the standard object "light" 
shifted, in sharp contrast, to "heavy", or vise versa, they aie summed 
up as 'changes in contrast". 
In the principal experiment, where subjects judged the weight of a 
series of different kinds of objects than the standard object, there are 
only 3 "changes in contrast", and many "no changes" between the first 
and last absolute judgements about the standard object; there are 20 "no 
changes" and "minute changes" put together in the principal experiment, 
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Table 1 
Change 
No Change minute I change in I change in I total 
change some measure contrast sum 
Principal 
I 15 I 5 I 17 I 3 40 Experiment 
Comparison 11 I 2 I 18 I 9 40 Experiment 
while there are only 13 of those in the comparison experiment, where 
serial objects were the same kinds of them as the standard object. 
Serial effects on absolute judgements are influenced a little, througb 
that, whether the series of objects are all heavy or light, as seen on 
table 2, and 3, 
Table 2 
Influence of series of heavy stimulus objects 
Change 
No Change total 
minute I change in I change in sum 
change some measure contrast 
Principal 10 l 1 I 8 I 1 I 20 Experiment 
Comparison 
I 3 2 I 9 I 6 20 Experiment 
Table 3 





minute change in ii change in sum 
change some measure contrast 
Principal 5 I 4 I 9 I 2 I 20 Experiment 
Comparison 
I 8 l 0 I 9 I 3 20 Experiment 
In experiment using series of heavy stimulus objects (principal exp-
eriment), objects of different kinds are clearly hard to produce serial 
effects, while objects of the same kind as the standard object have 
strong influence upon absolute judgements about the standard object; 
there is only one contrast change in the former, while there are as much 
as 6 contrast effects (30 %) in the latter. 
In experiments using selies of light stimulus objects, on the other 
hand. there is little difference in serial effects between two kinds 
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of objects. Although thete are more "no changes" rather in comparison 
exp. than in principal exp., "changes in contrast" appeared a little more 
in the former than in the later. We must analyse this case further. 
Now, let us compare the results produced by using two kinds of 
standard stimulus object' one a wooden box of 635gr., the side, length 
and height 8.5cm. (the first and second experiment), and the other a celiu-
loid box 0£ 125gr., in size of 9 x 3 x 6 cm. (the third and fourth exp.). 
Table 4 
Standard stimulus object: a wooden box of 365gr weight 
(the first and second experiment) 
Principal Experiment 
absolute judgement I after the judgements on 
I 
after the judgements on 
on standard object eleven heavy serial objects eleven light serial objects 
no change 10(50%) 5(25%) 
minute change 1( 596) 4(20%) 
change in some 8(40%) 9(45%) measure 
change in contrast 1( 5%) 2(10%) 
total sum 20 20 
Comparison Experiment 
absolute judgement I after the judgements on 
I 
after the judgements on 
on standard object 1 six heavy serial objects six !igh t serial objects 
no change 
I 
3 (15%) 8(40%) 
minute change I 2 (10%) 1( 596') 
change in some 9 (45%) 8(40%) measure 
change in contrast 6 (30%) 3(15%) 
total sum i 20 I 20 I 
When standard object is a wooden box of 365gr. weight, as the table 
4 shows it, absolute judgements did not change 50%; change in contrast 
is there only 5%, between that of before and after the judgements on 
eleven heavy serial objects. 
But it is as well, when the standard object is a celluloid case of 
129gr. weight. Before and after the judgements on eleven light serial 
objects, 25 % of the absolute judgements did not change; change in con-
trast remains only 10%. 
That is to say, in either standard object, when the serial objects 
are different from standard object and different from each other, the 
absolute judgement on standard object might be influenced relatively 
little by the judgements on such serial objects 50% or 25% of absolute 
judgements on standard object retain unchangeableness or keep up 
absoluteness. 
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Table 5 
Standard stimulus object: a celluloid case of 129gr. weight 
(the third and fourth experiment) 
Principal Experiment 
absolute judgement on I after the judgements on I after the judgements on 
standard object eleven heavy serial objects eleven light serial objects 
no change 4(14,2%) 14 ( 50%) 
minute change 1( 3,5%) 3(10,796) 
change in some 17(60,7%) 8(28,5%) measure 
change in 6(21,4%) 3(10,796) contrast 
Comparison Experiment 
absolute judgement on I after the judgements on I after the judgements on 
standard object six heavy serial objects six light serial objects 
no change 9(32,1%) 6(21,4%) 
minute change 0 0 
change in some 13(46,4%) 16(57,1%) measure 
change in 6(21,4%) 6(21,4%) contrast 
9 
As the days of experiments went on, absolute judgement on standard 




minute change ]change in some! change rn 
measure contrast 
Principal 4 3 4 I 1 the Exper. first 
day Comparison 3 1 I 4 I 4 Exper, 
Principal 5 
I 0 I 7 I 0 the Exper. second 
day Comparison I 6 I 0 I 5 I 1 Exper. 
Principal 






I 3 Expcr. 
Principal 
I 1 1 10 0 the Exper. fourth 
I 
day Comparison 4 1 4 3 Exper. 
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Unchangeableness of absolutue judgements is the highest on the 
second and third day, and the lowest on the fomth day. "Change in 
contrast" is the least on the second day. This proves that our experiment 
was the best conditioned on the second day. But, there appeared good 
resuluts also in the first and third day. 
It is to be noticed, that the "change in contrast" is on every expe-
riment day always oftener in comparison experiment than in principal 
experiment. 
The above mentioned was always the total sum of the absolute 
judgements of all the subjects. We shall now show the changes of abso-
lute judgements in each subject. 
Table 7 
ITkalMa\ I/ K ITKeiTKhj SJ !Ms! F IMijsml WI t~~~ 
absolute judgement 
I 5 I 3 I 2 I 4 I 1 14131 ol 31512/ 11 33 no change 
minute change I 1 I 1 I O I 3 I 0 I 0 Io! ol 11 ol oJ 21 8 
change in some 
measure I 2 I 3 I 41 1 I 7 I 2 I a\ 51 al 31 61 41 43 
change in contrast I O I 1 I 2 I O I 0 I 2 j 2J 311/ oJ o) 1/ 12 
Though, as is seen on the table, there are some individual differen-
ce; the "change in contrast" are, generally speaking, very fow, except 
in subj. MS.; there are five out of twelve subj., who have sho'Wn no 
"change in contrast", (41,5%), and three, (25%) moreover, who have shown 
only one "change in contrast", of absolute judgement on standard 
object. 
It is remarkable on the other side, that most subj. have many "no 
change" of absolute judgements. Particularly, 62,5%of absolute judgeme-
nts of subj. Tka and Mi and 50% of such judgements of K and TKh did 
not change. Subj. MS, who have no "no change" of such judgements, is 
an only exception, too. 
(4) Considerations 
To conclude, absolute judgements about the series of stimulus obje-
cts, in which each object is different from the standard object and 
also different f1om each other in kind of object, have not so much 
influence upon absolute judgements about the standard object, as those 
about the series of the same kind of objects, which is used in the method 
of single stimuli as well as in the traditional psychophysical method. 
Judgements about eleven different kind of objects are able to produce 
less contrast effects than those about six same kind of objects with 
the standard object. 
Although indeed Pratt, Needham and Cohen got the experimental 
result, which proved that absolute judgements are not absolute, but rela-
tive, it was the special result brought about by the special experimental 
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procedure, the method of single stimuli. I suppose, an absolute judg-
ement is, generally speaking, specific and particular for an individual 
kind or category of objects, aud it is not relative, but rather absolute 
in itself to a certain extent. 
Whether we judge, feeling its weight immediately (absolute impression) 
<6), an object heavy or light, or "neither heavy nor light", it seems to be 
dete1mined by the disagreement or agreement between the spontaneous 
idea of its expected weight, aroused directly from the visual perception 
of the object, and the sensation of its real weight; that is, the motor 
sensation and the pressure sensation. We seem to have unconscious 
standard of weight. appropriate or normal to each kind of object. This 
matter has been analysed especially by such researchers as G.E. Mi.iller 
and L. J. Martin, Friedlander<7>. Ohwaki<8> as well as Wetenkamp<9>, who 
studied the matter on two sorts of illusion of weight judgement; that is, 
volume illusion and material illusion. 
Now, in the comparison of weights accozding to the method of con-
stant stimuli, as well as in the absolute judgement according to the 
method of single stimuli, the stimulus objects lifted up successively are 
of the same kind (malerial), volume, colour and shape, so that the 
judgements mostly depend necessarily on sensation of w~ight and not on 
visual sensation, while, on the contrary, in such a case, when a subj. 
successively lifts up different kinds of objects, as in our principal 
experiments, the idea of the Weight of each object is aroused immediate-
ly, as soon as one perceives it. This fact we can surely ascertain in 
the report of our subjects. They report that, in the expectation of weight 
at seeing the objects, the different kinds of objects are quite different 
from the same kinds of objects. 
As for different kinds of objects, different weight is expected, as 
natural, the same weight may be judged in one case "heavy•" and in 
the other case "light,., according to the object, to which the weight is 
attributed. It is also possible, that two different weights may be judged 
equally heavy or equally light. We should not overlook, in the judgements 
about the series of different kinds of objects, the part, which is played 
by the expected weights, occuring directly from the visual perception 
of them. 
Surely, the recognition, that an object is categorially different from 
another, resulted automatically from the visual perception of it,prevents 
the neuro-physiological trace of the object to associate and integrate 
to the other, owing to which, the trace stays comparatively independent 
and assimilation of traces after Lauenstein•s theory is supposed to be 
hard to occur. 
The fact, that absolute judgements about a series of the same kind 
of objects influence, but those about a series of the different kind of 
object does not have so strong influence upon the following absolute 
judgement, must have some relation to the retroactive inhibition in 
learning, which is the more conspicuous in case, the more the learning 
materials are similar one another. 
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We doubt, however, whether we could explain the fact, that the 
judgements about the series of different kinds of objects produce almost 
no contrast effects upon the following absolute judgement, only by 
Kohler's principle of similarity and dynamics of the field< 10,. His theory 
interprets our perceptual experience, it seems to me, too superficially 
and regards it too simple a tact. 
(5} Summary 
(1) Absolute judgements on a series of the same kind of stimulus objects 
as the standard object and besides, the same kind to each other. 
influence the following absolute judgement on the standard object. 
They arouse, in most cases, a contrast effect. In these case, we may 
say, absolute judgement is relative. 
(2) Absolute judgements on a series of objects different one another and 
also different from the standard object influence, on the contrary, 
the following absolute judgement on the standard object only in a 
few cases. In optimal case, 50% of the absolute judgements is not 
influenced altogether, and besides "change in contrast" remainded 
only 5%. In these cases, we mav say, absolute judgement is absolute. 
(3) The intensity of the influence of judgements on the different kinds 
of objects upon the following absolute judgement is far weaker than 
that of the same kind of objects. Inthe intensity of influence, iubge-
ments on eleven different kind of objects cannot equal to that of six 
same kind of objects. 
(4.) In the series of different kinds of objects, in lifting up those objects, 
clear images of expected weights occur, while, in the series of the 
same kind of objects, such images are so imperceptible that subjects 
are not conscious of them. Such clearness of images of expected 
weights in a series of different kinds of objects is supposed to pre-
vent themselves to assimilate one another, and also with absolute 
impressions of standard object. 
(5) In the series of heavy objects, a remarkable difference was found 
between serial effects of different kinds and of the same kind, while 
in the series of light objects, the difference was not so clear. 
(6) The fa ct, that the series of the same kind of objects assimilate 
one another more easily than those of the different kinds and form 
a general level of weight, thus influencing the following absolute 
judgement, has, to our opinion, some relation to the fact of socalled 
retroactive inhibition in learning. 
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